Changes to the Event Wizard include:

- Enhanced speed and more efficient design.
- Wizard buttons and controls have been redesigned for more intuitive navigation and access to data.
- The order and placement of Wizard "editors," for entry of event details, is now consistently enforced, although which editors are included and whether they’re required still depends for the most part on the individual Wizard configuration assigned to the user’s security group.
- The head count fields are now, by design, displayed for editing ahead of locations, so head counts, when specified, are automatically available for finding suitable locations on the Locations editor.
- The Affirmation editor now requires a value when it's included in the Wizard.
- The Event Type editor is always present and requires a value.
- A time duration of one hour is automatically applied to a new event, and maintained when the start time is adjusted; changing the end time changes the duration.
- Users may specify multiple criteria to search for locations to assign in the Locations editor. AND/OR search criteria may be used to find locations and resources in the Wizard.
- When assigning locations or resources to a multi-occurrence event, the user is given the option to assign to all occurrences, or unassign all.
- Depending on the user’s security group options for the Event Wizard (set in the 25Live Configuration Utility), the scheduler associated with the assigned location (in the Administration Utility) may be automatically saved in the event Scheduler role.
- A new Event Description editor is easier to use, and supports direct entry of HTML via the "Source code" button.
- Smart controls in some fields now anticipate your entry as you type.
The searches in the Wizard looks a bit different but all the search is still available:

- Starred items may appear at the top of a list
- Or Look for the Browse
- Or look for several search option on Resources and Location. All the same as previously just in a different format

Highly recommend starring your favorites
- Jump around from Wizard card to card by clicking on the item at the left of your screen.

- Events with rooms assigned but not yet approved show as “Associate Locations” upon editing and not just Preference links as previous.

- A binding may be created between events -- to force them to use the same location assignment(s) -- from either the event Details view of one of the events or the summary page displayed after a successful save in the Event Wizard.
Search updates include:

- Users can share copies of their searches with selected users.

- To improve efficiency, users can now select the view type (list/calendar/availability grid) and a date(s), where applicable, before search results are loaded.

- The List view of search results now includes an exact count of objects (events, locations, resources, or organizations) returned.

- Searching for organizations by categories now supports "Matching All" as well as "Matching Any."

Location updates include:

- Users may now view "Weekly" availability of a location or resource, for multiple weeks displayed side-by-side by day (in addition to the standard "Daily" view).

- The Details view of a location includes any existing default instructions (which are also already displayed in the Event Wizard and in the Details view of an event using the location).

- Location setup instructions specific to the layout are now displayed in event Details (when they’ve been provided in the Administration Utility).
Email Options:

- Email options in user preferences for Edit Your Contact Information let users specify the signature to append to all email sent from 25Live during their sign-in session, as well as their SMTP mail server username/password when required.

- Users may browse for and attach their own files when emailing an event.

Miscellaneous Updates Options:

- Users may now complete an outstanding task from "Advanced Task Search" on the Tasks tab.

- The Details view of an event includes the "Alien UID" of an academic event originating in the SIS.

- The Details view of a resource includes any existing default instructions (which are also already displayed in the Event Wizard and in the Details view of an event using the resource).

- Adjustments to an event’s overall pricing may be created and edited in the event Pricing view.

- The content display options in the "Showing" drop-down on the Home Calendar have been organized for easier access.

- Users may specify (from the corresponding More Actions menu) their preference for the default view to be displayed for an individual event, location, resource, or organization.

- Both the event title (when specified) and the name are now displayed in event rollovers.

- Users may edit their Date/Time Preferences to specify the weekday to display first in calendar views and date pickers.